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Global Resorts Network (GRN), Finally a Viable Home Business Opportunity
By Tom Dickson
Dated: 2007-06-29 19:06:53

Global Resorts Network is opening the doors to individuals from all walks of life. Whatever lifestyle or
financial goals, individuals worldwide are gaining historically unparalleled advantages.
Global Resorts Network is opening the doors to individuals from all walks of life. Whatever lifestyle or
financial goals, individuals around the world are gaining a unique and powerful opportunity to engage in a
credible and viable home based business through Global Resorts Network. Finally there’s a product with
true value and is backed with 20 years of experience. Having a home based business with a credible long
standing product affords individuals from all walks of life with a business they can be proud of as well as a
chance to express their talents and strengths in a way that is many times otherwise limited or unlikely.
Tom Dickson of Indiana spoke to this issue during a leaders training teleconference through the Advantage
Marketing Group. Mr. Dickson noted his appreciation of the opportunity to utilize his marketing skills,
resourcefulness, and innovativeness to finally be able to develop a credible home based business. Mr.
Dickson further explained that he was born with Cerebral Palsy, so having his own home business has been
central to achieving the lifestyle of his goals. “The past three years,” Mr. Dickson stated, “I’ve have tried
many business opportunities, including: drop shipping, MLM and higher ticket direct sales opportunities.
They all had the same thing in common- little to no product value to their intended market. This makes
credible sales a remarkably challenging job rather than something you can have a passion about that
produces immediate and long term income.”
Global Resorts Network has emerged as an industry leader in providing discount vacations as well as
providing an alternative to time share ownership. Members of Global Resorts Network may choose from
two levels of membership. The Gold membership, which is only $1,495, and the Platinum Lifetime
Membership for only $2,995. The Platinum Membership is valid for 100 years, and becomes part of your
estate, and can be transferred to your children and your grand children, while the Gold Membership is valid
for 3 years, and giving you access to 3 weeks of vacation throughout the year.
Global Resorts members enjoy 8 day - 7 night stays at luxury resorts for as little as $298.00 and no more
than $699.00, with 5,000 4 and 5 star resorts to choose from worldwide… and if a resort is not currently
shown as available, we have an excellent customer support department that will go out of their way to find
what you are looking for. With such customer support it allows members to travel when, where and how
they want. Unlike traditional time-share resorts, Global Resorts Network members are not hindered with
soaring up-front costs, maintenance fees or blackout dates. Showing this is truly the timeshare alternative.
This exclusive private luxury resort membership is now being offered online for the first time ever.
The Global Resorts Network allows the home business seeker the ability to take claim into a 7 billion
dollar travel industry. Thus, providing a very lucrative home based business opportunity coupled with a
powerful Perpetual Leverage compensation. In all my years of experience I’ve never seen anything of this
quality made available to a home business opportunity seeker.
The Global Resorts Perpetual Leverage compensation is also a first in the industry for members to earn
$1,000 commissions on each qualified sale from unlimited width, as well as depth. Industry leaders have
flocked over to Global Resorts Network to take advantage of this unique and powerful Perpetual Leverage
compensation plan.
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Feel free to visit http://www.LuxuryResortsGetaway.com or http://www.FiveStarResortsGetaway.com
to get more information about Global Resorts Network.
For more information on the Advantage Marketing Group feel free to visit
http://www.GetawayToFreedom.com
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